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Abstract

This manuscript presents the formulation and implementation of the variational multi-

scale enrichment (VME) method for the analysis of elasto-viscoplastic problems. VME is a

global-local approach that allows accurate fine scale representation at small subdomains, where

important physical phenomena are likely to occur. The response within far-fields is idealized

using a coarse scale representation. The fine scale representation not only approximates the

coarse grid residual, but also accounts for the material heterogeneity. A one-parameter family

of mixed boundary conditions that range from Dirichlet to Neumann is employed to study

the effect of the choice of the boundary conditions at the fine scale on accuracy. The inelas-

tic material behavior is modeled using Perzyna type viscoplasticity coupled with flow stress

evolution idealized by the Johnson-Cook model. Numerical verifications are performed to as-

sess the performance of the proposed approach against the direct finite element simulations.

The results of verification studies demonstrate that VME with proper boundary conditions

accurately model the inelastic response accounting for material heterogeneity.

Keywords: Multiscale modeling, Variational multiscale enrichment; Elasto-viscoplastic; Global-

local modeling.

1 Introduction

Environment exposure induced deterioration of mechanical properties and related structural

failures have been a difficult problem to address from both physical and computational perspec-
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tives. The problem is quite pervasive ranging from stress corrosion to hydrogen embrittlement

and oxidation of metals to sulfate and chloride attack in concrete and hydration induced leach-

ing in polymers. In surface degradation problems, an aggressive environmental agent attacks

the surface of the structure inducing property changes such as embrittlement, cracking and

reduction of monotonic and cyclic strength and life as a consequence. The property changes

could be due to phase transformation activated by the diffusing agent or lattice strains due to

elevated concentrations and pile-ups around the lattice imperfections.

In certain problems, the structural property degradation is severe even for a very small

thickness of affected region. For instance, titanium alloys, which are candidate structural

materials for hypersonic aircraft, are subjected to formation of a brittle case of oxygen rich

layer on its surface under the severe thermo-mechanical environment. While the brittle case

is of the order of a few tens of microns thick, the presence of acoustic loads threaten micron

cracks within the brittle case to rapidly propagate and cause structural failure. From the

computational perspective, this calls for a very refined analysis around exposed surfaces. In

order to retain computational tractability, the refinement cannot be extended to the entire

structure.

Global-local numerical approaches are well-suited to address such problems. These meth-

ods attempt to capture the fine scale behavior at small subdomains of the problem, whereas

a coarse discretization and modeling is used to approximate the behavior in the remainder of

the problem domain. Starting from the early works of Mote [28], a number of global local

methods have been proposed including the global-local finite element method [29, 24, 10, 14],

the S-version finite element method [9], the domain decomposition method [23], the general-

ized finite element method [8], Multiscale coupling based on Lagrange multiplier method [25],

among others. Hughes and coworkers [17, 19] proposed the variational multiscale method

(VMM), which allows the incorporation of fine scale response to an otherwise coarse represen-

tation. VMM is based on the additive decomposition of the response field into coarse and fine

components. The coarse component of the response is evaluated based on a coarse grid. The

fine scale response is evaluated either semi-analytically through variational projection [13, 18]

or numerically, by directly solving for the residual response using a fine grid. Strictly speaking,

the former does not have a global-local character since the fine scale response remains unre-

solved. The latter gives rise to the numerical subgrid upscaling method [1, 2] or the variational

multiscale enrichment (VME) method [30, 31].

The numerical subgrid upscaling and variational multiscale enrichment methods have been

proposed to investigate both flow and deformation problems. Arbogast [1] formulated a sub-

grid upscaling scheme for locally conservative porous media flow. The evaluation procedure

was based on the construction of the fine scale response field using numerical Green’s func-

tions, which provides a reduced approximation basis to an otherwise computationally complex
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fine scale problem. The fine scale response was evaluated based on the homogeneous Dirichlet

boundary conditions originally proposed in Refs. [3, 5] similar to residual-free bubble functions

for approximating the fine scale residual. Juanes and Dub [21] employed the numerical sub-

grid upscaling scheme with a relaxed subgrid boundary constraint to solve porous media flow

problems. Garikipati and Hughes [13] extended the VMM approach to address strain localiza-

tion problems in the presence of plastic deformations. This method employed the variational

projection method, instead of numerical evaluation of the fine scale response. Garikipati [11]

incorporated fine scale strain gradient theories into the variational multiscale continuum for-

mulation. With naturally derived stability tensors, Masud and Xia [26] developed a stabilized

mixed finite element method for VMM. Yeon and Youn [38] performed variational multi-

scale analysis on the elastoplastic deformation problem using a meshfree method. Hund and

Ramm [20] employed a continuum damage mechanics model in the context of the numerical

subgrid upscaling scheme to address the strain localization problem. They investigated the

effect of fine scale boundary constraint based on the Lagrange multiplier method of Markovic

and Ibrahimbegovic [25] as well as the penalty method. More recently, Oskay [30] proposed the

VME method, which also exhibits global-local character. In this approach, the subgrids are

allowed to be heterogeneous and the approach was extended to coupled transport-deformation

problems. The effect of a class of boundary conditions ranging from homogeneous Dirichlet

to Neumann on accuracy was investigated in Ref. [31] in the context of diffusion and elastic

deformation problems.

Other approaches, such as the multiscale projection method proposed by Qian et al. [34],

also rely on the additive decomposition of the displacement field. Similar to VMM, this ap-

proach employs projection operators to couple the fine and coarse scale response fields, and

were used to investigate problems that involve atomistic-to-continuum coupling. Furthermore,

the microscale boundary conditions enforced in the multiscale projection method is of Dirich-

let type computed from the coarse scale response. In contrast, the present approach relies on

the variational arguments to couple the fine and coarse response directly and employ a mixed

boundary condition for the microscale problem as described below. Another alternative ap-

proach to solve a coupled local-global problem is through preconditioning of the linear system

at each nonlinear iteration [4, 16, 35]. While this approach relies on the resolution of the mi-

crostructural heterogeneity in the problem domain, it also has several advantages particularly

in view of the availability of powerful multigrid and other iterative solvers (e.g. GMRES).

The current manuscript extends the capabilities of the variational multiscale enrichment

method to address inelastic material behavior in the context of deformation problems. The

novel contributions of the manuscript are: (1) The VME approach is formulated for elasto-

viscoplastic material behavior: the previous work on VME included only elastic material be-

havior; and (2) the performance of the inelastic VME formulation was assessed as a function of
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Figure 1: The schematic representation of the overall problem domain, enrichment region and
an enrichment domain.

the choice of boundary conditions proposed in Ref. [31] in the viscoplastic regime. In the pro-

posed approach, the fine scale representation not only approximates the coarse grid residual,

but also accounts for the material heterogeneity. A one-parameter family of mixed boundary

conditions that range from Dirichlet to Neumann is employed to study the effect of the choice

of the boundary conditions at the fine scale on accuracy. The inelastic material behavior is

modeled using Perzyna type viscoplasticity coupled with flow stress evolution idealized by

the Johnson-Cook model. Numerical verifications are performed to assess the performance of

the proposed approach against the direct finite element simulations. The results of verification

studies demonstrate that VME with proper boundary conditions accurately model the inelastic

response accounting for material heterogeneity.

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as the follows: Section 2 provides the problem

statement and governing equations of the boundary value problems. Section 3 details the

variational multiscale enrichment methodology for solving inelastic mechanical problems with

elasto-viscoplastic material model. Section 4 describes the computational implementation of

the proposed methodology, including finite element discretization of the problems and the

solution strategy. Numerical experiments are provided in Section 5, including the effect of

boundary conditions on accuracy of the proposed computational framework. Section 6 presents

conclusions and future research directions.

2 Governing Equations

We start by defining the governing equations that idealize the inelastic deformation within the

problem domain. Let Ω ⊂ Rnsd be the domain of the structure as illustrated in Fig. 1, where
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nsd is the number of spatial dimensions. The equilibrium equation is expressed as:

∇ · σ(x, t) = 0; x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, to] (1)

in the absence of the body forces. x and t respectively denote the position and time coordinates;

σ is the stress tensor; ∇ the gradient operator; (·) the inner product; and to is the end of the

observation period. The boundary conditions are given as:

Dirichlet B.C.: u(x, t) = ũ(x, t); x ∈ Γu (2)

Neumann B.C.: σ(x, t) · n = t̃(x, t); x ∈ Γt (3)

where, ũ is the prescribed displacement along the boundary subdomain, Γu; t̃ the prescribed

traction along the boundary subdomain, Γt. The decomposition of the external boundary is

such that Γ = Γu ∪ Γt and Γu ∩ Γt ≡ ∅.
The description of the constitutive relationship over the parts of the domain that remain

unresolved, as well as the parts that resolve the micro-heterogeneity is taken to be elasto-

viscoplastic. The constitutive equation is expressed in the rate form as:

σ̇(x, t) = L(x, t) : [ε̇(x, t)− ε̇vp(x, t)] (4)

in which, L is the tensor of elastic moduli; ε and εvp denote total strain and viscoplastic strain

tensors, respectively. The superposed dot indicates material time derivative and (:) the double

inner product. The evolution of the viscoplastic strain is idealized based on the Perzyna’s

viscoplastic model [33, 36, 37]:

ε̇vp = γ

〈
f

σy

〉q ∂f
∂σ

(5)

where, σy denotes the flow stress; γ the fluidity parameter; q the viscoplastic hardening expo-

nent; 〈·〉 the Macaulay brackets (i.e., 〈·〉 = ((·) + | · |)/2); and f the loading function defined

based on the classical J2 plasticity:

f(σ, εvp) =
√

3σ̄ − σy(ε̄vp) (6)

in which, σ̄ denotes the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, s = σ− tr(σ)δ/3; tr(·)
the trace operator; δ the Kronecker delta; and ε̄vp is the effective viscoplastic strain defined

as:

ε̄vp =

√
2

3
εvp : εvp (7)

The flow stress is a function of the effective viscoplastic strain using a reduced version of the
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Johnson-Cook model:

σy = A+B(ε̄vp)n (8)

where, A,B and n are material parameters. We note that the standard Johnson-Cook model

includes the effect of strain rate and temperature into the flow equation. The strain rate

effect is modeled directly using the Perzyna formulation and the temperature dependence is

suppressed for simplicity.

Equations (1)-(8) constitute the strong form equations of the elasto-viscoplastic problem.

The proposed enrichment approach operates within a variational setting. The equilibrium

equation along with the boundary conditions is expressed in the weak form as follows:

Find u ∈ V × [0, to] such that:∫
Ω
∇w : σ(x, t) dΩ−

∫
Γt

w · t̃(x, t) dΓ = 0; ∀w ∈ [H1
0 (Ω)]nsd (9)

along with the constitutive equations (i.e., Eqs. (4)-(8)) that relate the displacement field to

the stress field. The trial space for the displacement field is:

V ≡
{
û ∈ [H1(Ω)]nsd |û = ũ on x ∈ Γu

}
(10)

in which, w is the test function; H1(Ω) is the Sobolev space of functions with square integrable

values and derivatives defined in the domain, Ω; H1
0 (Ω) is the subspace of functions in H1(Ω)

and that are homogeneous along the domain boundary, Γ.

3 Variational Multiscale Enrichment

The governing equations (Eqs. (1)-(8)) are evaluated using the variational multiscale en-

richment method. In this approach, the problem domain, Ω, is decomposed into two non-

overlapping subdomains, as demonstrated in Fig. 1:

Ω ≡ Ωs ∪ Ωb; Ωs ∩ Ωb ≡ ∅ (11)

where, Ωb denotes the enrichment region, in which the response is accurately characterized

by modeling and resolving at the scale of microstructural heterogeneities. In the substrate

region Ωs, coarse scale modeling is taken to be sufficient to accurately capture the mechanical

response. It is implicitly assumed that the domain is large enough to computationally prohibit

full resolution of the microscale heterogeneities throughout the structure. The enrichment

region is further partitioned into enrichment (microstructural) domains. The partitioning is

done such that the resulting enrichment domains are simple such that they can be represented
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by a single finite element at the coarse scale:

Ωb =

nen⋃
α=1

Ωα; Ωα ∩ Ωβ ≡ ∅ when α 6= β (12)

where, nen denotes the total number of enrichment domains. Within each enrichment domain,

the microscale heterogeneity is resolved and numerically evaluated.

The boundary of an enrichment domain, α, can be decomposed into the following compo-

nents:

Γα ≡ ∂Ωα = Γint
α ∪ Γsα ∪ Γuα ∪ Γtα (13)

in which, Γsα is the part of the boundary that intersects with the substrate region boundary

(Γsα ≡ Γα ∩ ∂Ωs); Γuα is the part of the boundary that intersects with the Dirichlet boundary

of the problem domain (Γuα ≡ Γα∩Γu); Γtα is the part of the boundary that intersects with the

Neumann boundary of the problem domain (Γtα ≡ Γα ∩ Γt); and, Γint
α is the inter-enrichment

domain boundaries:

Γint
α ≡

⋃
β∈Iα

Γβα (14)

where the neighbor index set of enrichment domain Ωα, can be expressed as: Iα ≡ {β ≤
nen| Γαβ 6= ∅}; Γαβ is the inter-enrichment domain boundary between α and β domain (Γαβ ≡
Γα ∩ Γβ); Γβα and Γαβ denotes the α and β side of the inter-enrichment domain boundary,

respectively.

The displacement response field is decomposed into macroscale and microscale contribu-

tions through additive two-scale decomposition:

u(x, t) = uM (x, t) +

nen∑
α=1

H(Ωα)umα (x, t) (15)

where, superscripts M and m denote the macroscale and microscale response fields, respec-

tively, and

H(Ωα) =

1, if x ∈ Ωα

0, elsewhere
(16)

Equation (16) ensures that the microscale displacement field, umα , is nonzero only on the

closure of enrichment domain, Ωα. The decomposition of the displacement field is performed

such that the corresponding function spaces recover the trial function space through direct

sum (uM ∈ VM (Ω) and umα ∈ Vα(Ωα)):

V(Ω) = VM (Ω)⊕
nen⊕
α=1

Vα(Ωα) (17)
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in which, VM (Ω) ⊂ [H1(Ω)]nsd is the trial space for the macroscale displacement field and

Vα(Ωα) ⊂ [H1(Ωα)]nsd is the trial space for the microscale displacement field within enrich-

ment domain, Ωα. This decomposition implies linear independence of the macroscale and the

microscale subspaces necessary for uniqueness and stability of the numerical solution [19, 12].

Similar to Eq. (17), the test function is additively decomposed into macroscale and microscale

components

w = wM +

nen∑
α=1

H(Ωα)wm
α (18)

where, wM ∈ WM (Ω) ⊂ [H1
0 (Ω)]nsd is the macroscale test function; and wm

α ∈ Wα(Ωα) ⊂
[H1(Ωα)]nsd is the microscale test function of the enrichment domain, Ωα.

Substituting Eqs.(18) and (15) into Eq. (9), the weak form of the problem yields:

∫
Ωs

wM ·
[
∇ · σ(uM ,0)

]
dΩ +

nen∑
α=1

∫
Ωα

(wM + wm
α ) ·

[
∇ · σ(uM ,umα )

]
dΩ = 0 (19)

On the substrate domain, the stress field is determined solely from the macroscale displacement

field, whereas within the enrichment region, both the macroscale and microscale displacement

fields define stress. Since wM and wm
α are arbitrary and independent, a macroscale and a

series of microscale problems over each enrichment domain (α = 1, 2, ...nen) are obtained by

collecting the terms with wM and wm
α . Considering the decomposition of the boundaries in Eq.

(13) and setting the microscale test functions to zero yields the weak form of the macroscale

problem: ∫
Ω
∇wM : σ(uM ,umα )dΩ−

∫
Γt

wM · t̃ dΓ−
∫

Γsb

wM · tr dΓ = 0 (20)

where, tr denotes the residual tractions along the substrate-enrichment region boundary, Γsb.

The weak form of the microscale problem at an arbitrary enrichment domain, α, is obtained

similarly by considering vanishing macroscale test functions:∫
Ωα

∇wm
α : σ(uM ,umα )dΩ−

∫
Γtα

wm
α · t̃ dΓ−

∫
Γα\Γ

wm
α · t dΓ = 0 (21)

in which, t denotes the internal tractions along the boundaries of the enrichment domain that

does not overlap with the external boundaries.

Remark 1. The residual traction along the substrate-enrichment region is:

tr(x, t) = t(x, t)− tM (x, t) (22)

where, tM = σ(uM ,0) · n is the coarse scale component of the internal traction. The residual

traction along the substrate side of the boundary is zero since the microscale response is
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not resolved: i.e., tM = t. On the enrichment side, the residual traction is non-zero and

induced by the presence of microscale deformation. The inclusion of the boundary term ensures

that the traction continuity is satisfied. Similar to the finite element method, the traction

continuity is weakly enforced. Along all neighboring enrichment domain boundaries, the fine

scale component of the response is resolved on either side and hence taken to be weakly satisfied.

When non-conforming meshes are used, the traction continuity needs to be explicitly enforced

on the neighboring enrichment domain boundaries as well.

3.1 Mixed boundary conditions at microscale

The accuracy of the response approximation using the VME method is significantly affected

by the conditions imposed along the enrichment domain boundaries. In variational multiscale

literature, the typical choice has been the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition [5, 27,

6, 15]:

umα (x, t) = 0; x ∈ Γα (23)

The resulting microscale displacement is homogeneous along enrichment domain boundaries

and nonzero in the interior, leading to the bubble shape and sometimes referred as residual

free bubbles. This boundary condition typically leads to overly stiff response. In order to

relax the overconstraint imposed by the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, mixed

boundary conditions that has been proposed for elasticity problems in Ref. [31] are generalized

for inelastic problems and implemented herein. When the mixed boundary conditions are

employed, the resulting microscale displacement is zero at enrichment domain corners and

nonzero elsewhere, leading to a canopy shape and referred as the canopy functions. In this

approach the boundary tractions along the enrichment domain boundaries are expressed as:

tr(x, t) = t̂α(x, t)− κ [umα (x, t)− ûα(x, t)] on x ∈ Γα ≡ ∂Ωα; α = 1, 2, ...nen. (24)

where t̂α(x, t) and ûα(x, t) are prescribed traction and displacement along the microscale

boundary. Equation (24) constitutes a one-parameter family of boundary conditions that

range from a pure Neumann condition when κ = 0 to a pure Dirichlet condition when κ →
∞ (denoted as κ = κ∞). The boundary parameter, κ (such that 0 ≤ κ < ∞) therefore

controls the boundary constraint stiffness and is adjusted to improve solution accuracy. On

the inter-enrichment domain boundaries, Γαβ, the boundary data vanishes (i.e., t̂α(x, t) = 0

and ûα(x, t) = 0 ) and Eq. (24) leads to mixed boundary conditions that range from traction-

free to homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. The residual free bubbles are achieved by setting

κ =∞ on Γα.

The proposed mixed boundary condition also improves the approximation of the prescribed

conditions along the external boundaries of the problem domain, Ω. Consider the prescribed
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traction t̃ along the external boundary Γtα is variable at the scale of the microstructure. The

residual external traction not resolved by the coarse grid is expressed as:

t̂α(x, t) = t̃α(x, t) ≡ t̃(x, t)− t̃M (x, t) on x ∈ Γtα (25)

The residual traction is enforced by setting, κ = 0 at Γtα. Similarly, the residual applied

displacement along the boundary Γuα is:

ûα(x, t) = ũα(x, t) ≡ ũ(x, t)− ũM (x, t) on x ∈ Γuα (26)

in which, ũM (x, t) is the coarse grid approximation of the prescribed displacement. The

residual prescribed displacement field is imposed by setting κ = κ∞ on Γuα.

In order to satisfy the continuity of the displacement fields across the inter-enrichment

domain boundaries, a master-slave coupling approach is employed [31]. Let the neighbor

index set for the enrichment domain α be split into master and slave index sets:

Imα ≡ {β| α < β ≤ nen| Γαβ 6= ∅} ;

Isα ≡ {β| β < α ≤ nen| Γαβ 6= ∅} .
(27)

For an arbitrary enrichment domain, α, the displacement continuity is enforced by considering:

tr(x, t) = −κ∞
[
umα (x, t)− umβ (x, t)

]
; β ∈ Isα and x ∈ Γβα (28)

Employing the mixed boundary conditions as well as the displacement continuity conditions

along the inter-enrichment boundaries, the microscale problems defined in Eq. (21) is expressed

as:

Ψm
α ≡

∫
Ωα

∇wm
α : σ(uM ,umα ) dΩ−

∫
Γtα

wm
α · t̃α dΓ−

∫
Γα

wm
α · tM dΓ + κ∞

∫
Γsα

wm
α · umα dΓ

+ κ
∑
β∈Imα

∫
Γβα

wm
α · umα dΓ + κ∞

∑
β∈Isα

∫
Γβα

wm
α ·
(
umα − umβ

)
dΓ− κ∞

∫
Γuα

wm
α · ũ dΓ = 0 (29)

The displacement continuity is satisfied by setting κ = κ∞ along the interface between the

enrichment domain and the substrate domain.

Considering the mixed boundary conditions, the macroscale problem in Eq. (20) becomes:

ΨM ≡
∫

Ω
∇wM : σ(uM ,umα ) dΩ−

∫
Γt

wM · t̃M dΓ + κ∞

nen∑
α=1

∫
Γsα

wM · umα dΓ = 0 (30)

In the numerical verification studies below, a sufficiently large but finite value is employed for
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κ∞ for stability and accuracy.

Equations (29) and (30), along with the constitutive equations, constitute the coupled

multiscale system. The microscale problem defined over the enrichment domain (Eq. (29)) is

coupled to the macroscale response field through the constitutive relationship (i.e., through

the first term on the left hand side of Eq. (29)) as well as the macroscale tractions. The

macroscale problem is similarly coupled to the microscale response field through the constitu-

tive relationship and the boundary interactions.

4 Computational Implementation

The weak form macroscale equation defined over the problem domain, Ω and the microscale

equations defined over each enrichment domain, Ωα are nonlinear through the constitutive

relationship and coupled. The computational implementation of the evolution of this nonlinear

coupled system is performed by consistent linearization and finite element discretization, which

leads to a coupled algorithmic system. The evaluation of the coupled algorithmic system is

performed by employing a sequential coupling algorithm described in Section 4.3.

4.1 Consistent linearization

The macro- and microscale equations along with the constitutive equations are discretized in

time to obtain a linearized system of equations evaluated incrementally. The linearization

consists of time discretization of the weak forms, stress-strain, kinematic equations and con-

densation of the constitutive equations to arrive at a system, in which the unknowns are the

macro- and microscale displacement fields only. Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq.(4), the stress-

strain equation is expressed as a function of the macro- and microscale displacement fields

as:

σ̇ = L :

[
ε̇M (uM ) +

nen∑
α=1

H(Ωα) ε̇mα (umα )− ε̇vp(σ,uM ,um)

]
(31)

in which, um := {umα }
nen
α=1 is the set of all microscale displacement fields. We proceed with the

time discretization of the governing equations. Consider a discrete set of instances with the

observation period: {0, 1t, 2t, ..., nt, n+1t, ..., to}. The viscoplastic slip evolution is discretized

based on a one-parameter family (referred to as θ-rule):

ε̇vp(x, t) = (1− θ)ε̇vp(x, nt) + θε̇vp(x, n+1t); t ∈ [nt, n+1t] (32)

which leads to the following expression for viscoplastic update:

P ≡ n+1ε
vp − nε

vp −∆t (1− θ) nε̇
vp −∆t θ n+1ε̇

vp = 0 (33)
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in which left subscript n and n + 1 indicate the value of a field variable at nt and n+1t,

respectively (e.g. nε
vp = εvp(nt)). The time discretization of Eq. (31) yields:

R(σ,uM ,um) ≡ n+1σ − nσ−L : ∆εM −
nen∑
α=1

H(Ωα)L : ∆εmα +

(1− θ)∆t L : nε̇
vp + θ∆t L : n+1ε̇

vp = 0

(34)

where ∆εM = n+1(∇uM )−n(∇uM ) and ∆εmα = n+1(∇umα )−n(∇umα ). The system of equations

defined by P, R along with ΨM and Ψm
α are evaluated using the Newton-Raphson iterative

scheme. In what follows, we seek to evaluate the nonlinear multiscale system between [nt, n+1t]

from the “ known” equilibrium configuration nt to the current configuration at n+1t. In what

follows, the subscript n + 1 from the fields at current configuration is omitted for clarity of

presentation. Considering a first order Taylor series approximation of Eq. (34) and forming a

Newton iteration yield the following residual for the stress-strain equation:

Rk+1 ≈ Rk + (I + θ ∆t L : Ck) : δσ − L : ∇(δuM )

−
nen∑
α=1

H(Ωα)L : ∇(δumα ) + θ ∆t L : Gk : δεvp = 0
(35)

in which, superscript k denotes Newton iteration counter; δ(·) indicates the increment of

response field (·) during the current iteration (e.g., δuM = uM,k+1 −uM,k); I the fourth order

identity tensor; and:

Ck =

(
∂ε̇vp

∂σ

)k
; Gk =

(
∂ε̇vp

∂εvp

)k
(36)

The expression for derivatives Ck and Gk are provided in Appendix A. The linearization of

the kinematic equation residual expression (Eq. (33)) yields the following expression:

Pk+1 ≈ Pk + (I− θ ∆t Gk) : δεvp − θ ∆t Ck : δσ = 0 (37)

Rearranging Eq. (37), the viscoplastic strain increment at the current Newton iteration is

expressed in terms of the stress increment as:

δεvp = (I− θ ∆t Gk)−1 : (θ ∆t Ck) : δσ − (I− θ ∆t Gk)−1 : Pk (38)

Substituting Eq. (38) into Eq. (35) condenses out the viscoplastic strain and yields:

Rk − Zk + (I + θ ∆t L : Ck+Hk) : δσ − L : ∇(δuM )−
nen∑
α=1

H(Ωα)L : ∇(δumα ) = 0 (39)
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where,

Hk = (θ∆t)2 L : Gk : (I− θ ∆t Gk)−1 : Ck (40a)

Zk = θ ∆t L : Gk : (I− θ ∆t Gk)−1 : Pk (40b)

Equation (39) can be solved with respect to the stress increment, resulting in

δσ(δuM , δumα ) = L̂k : ∇(δuM ) +

nen∑
α=1

H(Ωα) L̂k : ∇(δumα )−Qk : (Rk − Zk) (41)

where

L̂k = (L−1 + θ ∆t Ck + L−1 : Hk)−1 (42)

Qk = (I + θ ∆t L : Ck + Hk)−1 (43)

The linearized weak form equilibrium equation for the macroscale is expressed in terms of the

stress and the microscale displacement increments as:

ΨM,k+1 ≈ ΨM,k +

∫
Ω
∇wM : δσ dΩ +

nen∑
α=1

κ∞

∫
Γsα

wM · δumα dΓ = 0 (44)

Similarly, the linearization of the microscale problem over Ωα (α = 1, 2, ...nen):

Ψm,k+1
α ≈ Ψm,k

α +

∫
Ωα

∇wm
α : δσ dΩ−

∫
Γα

wm
α · δtM dΓ + κ∞

∫
Γsα

wm
α · δumα dΓ

+
∑
β∈Imα

κ

∫
Γβα

wm
α · δumα dΓ +

∑
β∈Isα

κ∞

∫
Γβα

wm
α ·
(
δumα − δumβ

)
dΓ = 0

(45)

where δtM = σk+1(uM,k+1,0) − σk(uM,k,0) is the macroscale traction over the microscale

domain boundaries computed from Eq. (41). Substituting Eq. (41) into Eqs. (44) and (45),

the linearized governing equations for the macroscale problems is expressed as:

∫
Ω
∇wM : L̂k : ∇(δuM ) dΩ = −

nen∑
α=1

∫
Ωα

∇wM : L̂k : ∇(δumα ) dΩ

+

∫
Ω
∇wM : Qk : (Rk − Zk) dΩ−

nen∑
α=1

κ∞

∫
Γsα

wM · δumα dΓ−ΨM,k

(46)
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and for the microscale domains over Ωα (α = 1, 2, ...nen):∫
Ωα

∇wm
α : L̂k :∇(δumα ) dΩ = −

∫
Ωα

∇wm
α : L̂k : ∇(δuM ) dΩ +

∫
Ωα

∇wm
α : Qk : (Rk − Zk) dΩ

+

∫
Γα

wm
α ·
[
L̂k : ∇(δuM )−Qk : (Rk − Zk)

]
dΓ− κ∞

∫
Γsα

wm
α · δumα dΓ

−
∑
β∈Imα

κ

∫
Γβα

wm
α · δumα dΓ−

∑
β∈Isα

κ∞

∫
Γβα

wm
α ·
(
δumα − δumβ

)
dΓ−Ψm,k

α

(47)

It can be observed from Eqs. (46) and (47) the value of the boundary parameter κ for all

inter-enrichment domain boundaries is set as a fixed value for all inter-enrichment domains

and throughout the loading process. The value of the boundary parameter for the parts of the

enrichment domain boundaries that overlap with prescribed Dirichlet boundaries and enrich-

ment domain-substrate domain interface is set to a very large value (κ∞). The κ parameter is

set to zero when the enrichment domain boundary lies along prescribed Neumann boundaries,

as described in Section 3.1.

4.2 Finite element discretization

Equations (46) and (47) are evaluated using the finite element method. Consider the following

finite element spaces for the macro- and microscale response fields:

VM (Ω) ≡

{
uM (x, t)

∣∣∣ uM (x, t) =

ND∑
A=1

NA(x) ûMA (t); ûMA (t) = ûM (xA, t) if xA ∈ Γu

}
(48)

Vmα (Ωα) ≡

{
umα (x, t)

∣∣∣ umα (x, t) =

ndα∑
a=1

nα,a(x) ûmα,a(t); ûmα,a(t) = ûα(xα, t) if xα ∈ Γuα

}
(49)

in which, ND and ndα denote the number of nodes in the macroscale discretization Ω, and

the microscale discretization of Ωα, respectively; NA and nα,a are the shape functions for

the macroscale and microscale fields, respectively; xA and xα are the corresponding nodal

coordinates. Overhat denotes the nodal coordianates of the corresponding response field. The

present formulation considers the macroscale and microscale grids to be nested, which means

each enriched macroscale finite element coincides with a corresponding enrichment domain in

the enrichment region. It is also possible to consider enrichment domains to be independent of

the macroscale mesh, i.e., each enrichment domain may occupy multiple macroscale elements.

While the general formulation is unaffected by this generalization, the implementation could

be quite different and not considered in this study. Employing the standard Bubnov-Galerkin

approach, the test functions are taken to be discretized using the same macro- and microscale

shape functions.
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Substitute Eqs. (48) and (49) into the macroscale weak form (Eq. (46)) yields the discrete

macroscale system. At the (k + 1)th iteration of the current time step, n+1t, the macroscale

weak form takes the form expressed as:

K δûM = δf (50)

where,

δûM =

{(
δûM,k+1

1

)T
,
(
δûM,k+1

2

)T
, ...,

(
δûM,k+1

ND

)T}T
(51)

in which, δûM,k+1
A = ûM,k+1

A − ûM,k
A (A = 1, 2, ..., ND) and δûM denotes the increment of the

macroscale nodal displacement coefficients at the (k + 1)th iteration. The tangent stiffness

matrix is expressed as:

K = A
A,B

∫
Ω
∇NA · L̂k · ∇NB dΩ (52)

in which A denotes the standard finite element assembly operator. Within the macroscale

elements associated with an enrichment domain, the tensor of tangent moduli, L̂ oscillates due

to the heterogeneity of the microstructure. The integral is resolved and evaluated based on

the underlying coarse grid on enriched elements. The force increment in the current iteration,

δf is expressed as:

δf = A
A

{
−

nen∑
α=1

ndα∑
a=1

[∫
Ωα

∇NA · L̂k · ∇nα,a dΩ δûmα,a + κ∞

∫
Γsα

NA nα,a dΓ δûmα

]

+

∫
Ω
∇NA ·Qk : (Rk − Zk) dΩ

}
−ΨM,k

(53)

The discrete microscale system for the enriched domain, α, is obtained by substituting Eqs.

(48) and (49) into the microscale weak form (Eq. (47)):

Kα δû
m
α = δfα (54)

where,

δûmα =

{(
δûm,k+1

α,1

)T
,
(
δûm,k+1

α,2

)T
, ...,

(
δûm,k+1

α,ndα

)T}T
(55)

in which, δûm,k+1
α,a = ûm,k+1

α,a − ûm,kα,a (a = 1, 2, ..., ndα) and δûmα denotes the increment of the

microscale nodal displacement coefficients at the (k + 1)th iteration . The microscale tangent
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Figure 2: Solution algorithm

stiffness matrix is assembled as:

Kα =A
a,b

{∫
Ωα

∇nα,a · L̂k · ∇nα,b dΩα + κ∞

∫
Γsα

nα,a nα,b dΓ

+ κ

∫
Γβmα

nα,a nα,b dΓ + κ∞

∫
Γβsα

nα,a nα,b dΓ

} (56)

and the corresponding force increment is expressed as:

δfα =A
a

{
−
∫

Ωα

∇nα,a · L̂k · ∇NB dΩ δûMB (t) +

∫
Ωα

∇nα,a ·Qk : (Rk − Zk) dΩ

+

∫
Γα

nα,a

[
L̂k : ∇(δuM )−Qk : (Rk − Zk)

]
dΓ + κ∞

∫
Γβsα

nα,a δu
m
β dΓ

}
−Ψm,k

α

(57)

where, Γβmα ≡ {Γβα |β ∈ Imα }, Γβsα ≡ {Γβα |β ∈ Isα} and subscript B indicates the corresponding

coarse scale element. Equations (50) and (54) constitute the linearized system of equations that

are evaluated for the macro- and microscale problems. Each microscale problem defined over

an enrichment domain is coupled to the macroscale problem as well as the enrichment domain

problems that share a common boundary and has a master surface (i.e., all enrichment domain

problems in Isα). The coupling is through the force vector (i.e., δfα(ûM , {δumβ |β ∈ Isα} )). The

macroscale problem is coupled to the enrichment domain problems (i.e., δf({ûmα }
nen
α=1)). This

coupled system of equations is evaluated using a staggered solution algorithm defined below.
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4.3 Computational algorithm

The VME formulation for the elasto-viscoplastic problem is implemented using the C++ com-

puter language with the commercial software package, Diffpack [22]. Diffpack is an object-

oriented development framework for the numerical solution of partial differential equations.

It provides a library of C++ classes to facilitate development of solution algorithms for com-

plex PDEs [22]. The overall solution strategy is to evaluate the coupled system of multiscale

equations summarized in Fig. 2. At an arbitrary time nt, the system is in equilibrium with

the constitutive relations satisfied at macro- and microscale. The algorithm seeks to find the

equilibrium state at n+1t as follows:

Given: nû
M , nû

m
α , nε

vp, nε̇
vp, nσ at time nt.

Find : ûM , ûmα , ε
vp, ε̇vp,σ at time n+1t.

1. Initialize Newton iterations by setting: k=0, ûM,0 = nû
M , ûm,0α = nû

m
α , εvp,0 = nε

vp,

ε̇vp,0 = nε̇
vp, σ0 = nσ, and δumα = 0, where 1 ≤ α ≤ nen.

2. While not converged:

a) Compute Ck, Gk, Hk, Zk, L̂k, Qk, Rk, Pk, ΨM,k and Ψm,k
α for the multiscale system

from Eqs. (36), (40a), (40b), (42), (43), (34), (33), (30) and (29), respectively.

b) Solve the macroscale problem (Eq. (50)) for δûM over the structural domain, Ω,

using the microscale increments δumα from the previous iteration.

c) Update the macroscopic displacement coefficients, ûM,k+1 = ûM,k + δûM .

d) Solve the microscale problem (i.e., Eq. (54)) for δûmα over each enriched domain, Ωα

(1 ≤ α ≤ nen).

e) Update the microscopic displacement coefficients, ûm,k+1
α = ûm,kα + δûmα .

f) At every integration point in macro, and micro problems:

i) Employing δûM and δûmα , compute current stress increment δσ using Eq. (41).

Update stress σk+1 = σk + δσ.

ii) Compute δεvp using Eq. (38). Update viscoplastic strain εvp,k+1 = εvp,k + δεvp.

g) Compute viscoplastic strain rate ε̇vp,k+1 using Eq. (5).

h) Check for convergence at macroscale and microscale problems:{
eM = ‖ûM,k+1 − ûM,k‖2 ≤ Convergence tolerance

emα = ‖ûm,k+1
α − ûm,kα ‖2 ≤ Convergence tolerance

(58)

i) If convergence criterion are not satisfied, set iteration counter k ← k+1 and proceed

with the next iteration.

3. Repeat step 2 with n← n+ 1 until the end of the observation period.
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Table 1: Materials parameters.

Material type E [GPa] ν A [MPa] B [MPa] n q γ [MPa-hr]−1

Substrate 120.8 0.32 500 700 0.93 1.0 1.0
Phase I 110.8 0.32 400 200 0.96 1.0 1.0
Phase II 130.8 0.32 600 1200 0.90 1.0 1.0

The staggered form of the solution algorithm is achieved by solving the macroscale system

using the microscale displacement coefficients from the previous iteration (Step 2b)). The

staggering order, which is evaluating the macroscale problem prior to the microscale problems,

is natural since the loading on the domain is expected to be primarily at the macroscale

(i.e., typically but not necessarily ûα = 0 on Γuα and t̂α = 0 on Γtα). The effect of stagger

ordering does not have a notable effect on the solution. The convergence of the multiscale

system is assessed when both the macroscale system and the enrichment domain problems

simultaneously converge. A detailed convergence study on the staggered solution algorithm in

the context of elasticity has been provided in Ref. [30] and not included in this manuscript.

5 Numerical Verification

The implementation of the VME method for elasto-viscoplastic problems is verified using

numerical simulations. The VME model predictions are compared to the direct numerical

simulations using the finite element method. In the direct numerical simulations, the hetero-

geneities within the problem domain is fully resolved. In all simulations below, the domain

is taken to consist of three separate materials. The heterogeneous material microstructure

consists of two phases. A third material that approximates the properties of the composite

domain is employed to idealize the behavior at the substrate domain. The material properties

of the two phases and the substrate are provided in Table 1 and the constitutive relationship

of these materials under unidirectional tension is plotted in Fig. 3.

The boundary condition parameter κ is relatively sensitive to the microstructural topology

as well as the constituent material parameters. A sensitivity analysis and a parameter selection

strategy are outlined in Ref. [31]. In this manuscript, the selection of the boundary parameter is

performed by subjecting a representative cell to pure uniaxial and shear loading, and choosing

the boundary parameter which minimizes the discrepancy between the direct finite element

analysis of the microstructure and the corresponding VME model (described in Section 5.1).

The boundary parameter employed in the analysis of the specimen with a center notch (Section

5.2) uses the boundary parameter selected as such.
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Figure 3: Stress-strain behavior of the constituent materials under uniaxial tension: (a) phase
I; (b) phase II; and (c) substrate material.
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Figure 4: Numerical models of the square specimen: (a) direct finite element discretization
and sketch for uniform tensile load; (b) macroscale discretization and sketch for pure shear

load; and (c) microscale discretization of an enrichment domain.

5.1 Effect of the boundary parameter

In this section, the effect of the mixed boundary parameter, κ, on the accuracy characteristics

of the VME method in the context of elasto-viscoplastic behavior is investigated. The effect

of the mixed boundary parameter on composite media with elastic modulus contrast has been

previously investigated in Ref. [31]. A 2-D plane strain, composite domain with a two-phase

microstructure is considered as shown in Fig 4a. The geometry and the discretization used in

the VME simulations are shown in Figs. 4b,c. The heterogeneity in the original problem domain

is exactly obtained by the repetition of the microstructure (Fig. 4c) in a 3-by-3 tile. Phase I

and phase II materials are identified as dark and light elements, respectively. The behavior of

the square composite domain was investigated under displacement controlled uniform tension

and shear conditions. The loading was applied at the uniform strain rate of approximately
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3×10−4/s. All 9 macroscale elements are taken to be enriched in the VME simulations, which

means that the enrichment region is the entire problem domain. The macroscale grid ensures

that the central enriched domain has all four boundaries of inter-enrichment type. Each of

the enrichment domains are discretized fine enough to ensure that further discretization does

not noticeably affect the simulation accuracy. The direct finite element discretization and

the microscale discretization are taken to have the same element size. The time step size

is determined such that further refinement does not change the results significantly. The

convergence tolerance employed in the simulations is set to 1× 10−6.
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Figure 5: Time averaged error as a function of the boundary parameter: (a) displacement
error under tensile loading; (b) equivalent stress error under tensile loading; (c) displacement

error under shear loading; and (d) equivalent stress error under shear loading.

Figure 5 illustrates the time averaged errors in displacement and stress under tensile and

shear loading conditions. The errors of the proposed multiscale method are compared to the

direct finite element analysis as a function of the boundary parameter, κ. The error over the
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entire boundary domain at an arbitrary time, t, is computed as:

eφ(t) =

nen∑
α=1

∥∥φFEM(x, t)− φVME(x, t)
∥∥

2,Ωα

nen∑
α=1

∥∥φFEM(x, t)
∥∥

2,Ωα

(59)

where, φFEM and φVME denotes a response field (i.e., displacement or equivalent stress) com-

puted using the direct finite element method and the VME, respectively, ‖ · ‖2,Ωα is the L2

norm of the displacement field computed over Ωα. When the numerical specimen is subjected

to uniform tension, the displacement error is minimized when homogeneous Dirichlet bound-

ary conditions are employed. In contrast, the time averaged error in the equivalent stress is

minimized at a slightly relaxed boundary parameter with κ ∈ [3.7 × 107, 1.25 × 108]. Under

the shear load, the displacement and equivalent stress errors are minimized at the boundary

parameter values of κ = 2.96 × 108 and κ = 1.25 × 108, respectively. The results indicate

limited improvement of accuracy in the displacement and stress fields when the boundary con-

dition is slightly relaxed from the homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. In the case of uniaxial

tension loading, the errors in the stress computations improve by approximately 32% when the

optimal boundary parameter is employed. The trends in errors follow a similar trend to those

computed in the context of elasticity problems provided in Ref. [31]. Figures 6a,b compare

the contours of equivalent stress fields computed by the proposed model and the direct finite

element method at time t = 36 seconds and under an applied uniform tensile displacement of

3.0×10−4 mm. Equivalent contours at t = 36 seconds and under an applied shear displacement

of 3.0× 10−4 mm are shown in Figs. 6c,d for the VME and direct FEM methods, respectively.

The contours from the VME simulations are reconstructed from the micro- and macroscale

solutions at the post-processing stage. In both cases, there is a close agreement in the stress

fields computed by the reference and the multiscale simulations.

5.2 Specimen with a center notch

The proposed multiscale method is further verified using the numerical analysis of a specimen

with a center notch subjected to uniform tensile loading in the vertical direction. The dimen-

sions of the rectangular specimen and the center notch are 0.8 mm × 0.4 mm with a 0.4 mm

× 0.04 mm, respectively. Due to symmetry, only a quarter of the specimen is modeled. The

two-phase microstructure of the domain and the material properties of the phases are taken to

be identical to the example provided in Section 5.1. The specimen was subjected to uniform

displacement controlled tensile loading in the vertical direction. The maximum amplitude of

the loading was 0.01 mm applied at a rate of 5.6× 10−5 mm/sec.

The geometry, boundary conditions of the problem domain, as well as the macro- and
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Figure 7: Multiscale variational enrichment model of the specimen with a notch: (a) sketch
and discretization of the macroscale discretization; and (b) microscale discretization of an

enrichment domain in the enrichment region.

microscale discretization employed in the VME approach is shown in Fig. 7. A 0.1 mm ×
0.1 mm square domain at the center of the specimen is chosen as the enrichment region. The

macroscale mesh consists of 314 quadrilateral macroscale elements, 92 of which are enriched.

Each enriched element is associated with an identical microscale geometry shown in Fig. 7b.

The microscale mesh consists of 100 quadrilateral elements. Outside the enrichment region

(i.e., the substrate region), substrate material properties shown in Table 1 are employed. The

VME simulations were conducted using homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, as well

as using the mixed boundary conditions with κ = 2.96 × 108. The optimal mixed boundary

parameter identified under the shear loading in the previous section is employed since the

plastic deformation occurs under shear. The performance of the VME approach was assessed

by comparing the model results to the direct numerical simulations, in which the enrichment

region is fully resolved. The reference mesh is shown in Fig. 8 and consists of 11276 quadri-

lateral elements. The size of the elements within the enrichment domain is taken to be the

same as the size of the elements in the microscale mesh used in the VME approach. The

substrate region is meshed with coarser elements. A transition region is included to ensure

mesh conformity.

Figure 9 illustrates the evolution of the errors in the displacement and equivalent stress

within the enrichment region as a function of simulation time. The errors are computed using

Eq. (59). The figure includes the VME simulations performed using the homogeneous Dirichlet

and optimal shear boundary conditions. The errors in the displacement computed using the

homogeneous Dirichlet and the optimal shear boundary conditions remained within 3% and
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Figure 8: Discretization of the direct finite element model of the notched specimen.

1.5%, respectively. The errors in the stress computed using the two boundary conditions are

within 8.5% and 6%, respectively. In the case of the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi-

tions, the displacement errors accumulate as a function of increasing plastic strain, whereas the

optimal shear boundary condition has less sensitivity to the plastic strain magnitude. The pro-

posed multiscale approach has reasonable accuracy characteristics compared to the reference

model for both types of boundary conditions.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the overall force displacement curves computed using the

reference finite element method and the proposed VME method. The VME simulations per-

formed using the two types of boundary conditions resulted in near identical force-displacement

curves. Figure 10 clearly shows that the proposed approach is able to accurately capture the

overall elasto-viscoplastic response. In addition to the overall behavior, the local deformation

and stresses are very accurately captured using the proposed VME approach. The equiva-

lent stress contours obtained based on the reference and the VME method are compared in

Fig. 11. The equivalent stress contours correspond to the applied peak load at the end of

the simulations. The stress contours for the VME approach is reconstructed using the en-

richment domain solutions at the post-processing stage. The local stress distributions show

an oscillatory behavior around the notch tip, due to the heterogeneous microstructure. The

oscillatory behavior is well captured using the proposed VME approach, pointing to its ability

to reproduce the local stress fields within the critical regions of the problem domain.
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6 Conclusions and further research

This manuscript presented the extension of the variational multiscale enrichment (VME)

method to account for the presence of material nonlinearity. The performance of a family

of mixed boundary conditions is assessed in the nonlinear regime. The mixed boundary con-

ditions reduce the overconstraint imposed by the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions

typically employed in the variational multiscale literature. The proposed computational for-

mulation is advantageous in solving global-local problems, in which the solution accuracy is

particularly important in a problem subdomain and within which the underlying material het-

erogeneities need to be resolved. The assessment study performed in this manuscript points to

very high accuracy of the proposed computational methodology compared to direct numerical

simulations. This implies that within the subdomain of interest, the local fields are accurately

captured.

From the computational perspective, several key issues remain to be addressed, particularly

related to the computational performance. The cost of the VME approach is on the same order

as the domain decomposition approach. Similar to the domain decomposition, the proposed

approach lends itself very well for large parallel implementations. The implementation strategy

outlined in this paper is serial and an extension to parallel implementation is natural. Even

on parallel processes, the direct evaluation of the enrichment domain problems could often

be computationally challenging. The classical projection algorithms used in the variational

multiscale literature may not lead to accurate local fields when the underlying microstructural

heterogeneities are resolved. Nevertheless, reduced order microstructure evaluation algorithms

(e.g., [32, 7]), which eliminate the need to evaluate full resolution boundary value problems

at the enrichment region without significant loss of accuracy in capturing the local response

fields, is critical to the practical application of the VME method. The extension of the proposed

approach to the failure regime also remains outstanding. The accuracy of the VME approach

starts to degrade if failure is introduced within the material microstructure. In multiscale

problems, the solution accuracy in the failure regime is known to be significantly affected

by the microstructural boundary conditions and appropriate boundary conditions need to be

devised to retain high accuracy of the VME approach in the damage propagation regime. In its

current state, the proposed VME approach is able to accurately characterize failure initiation.

The above mentioned issues will be addressed in the near future.
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A Appendix

This appendix section presents the details of C =
(
∂ε̇vp

∂σ

)
and G =

(
∂ε̇vp

∂εvp

)
that are illustrated

in Section 4.1. For the clarity of presentation, the bold symbol in this section denotes vector

notation. Recall the evoluation of plastic strain (Eq. (5)), the loading function (Eq. (6)) and

the flow stress (Eq. (8)). Define

F ≡ f(σ, εvp)

σy(εvp)
(60)

and

a ≡ ∂f(σ, εvp)

∂σ
=
√

3
∂σ̄

∂σ
=

√
3

2σ̄
σ̃ (61)

where, in 3D case σ̃ is expressed in a vector format as:

σ̃ = {sxx, syy, szz, 2σxy, 2σyz, 2σzx}T (62)

in which s denotes deviatoric stress components. Consequently, the plastic strain evolution

equation is expressed as:

ε̇vp = γ 〈F 〉q a (63)

and C becomes:

C =

(
∂ε̇vp

∂σ

)
= γ

[
〈F 〉q ∂a

∂σ
+ q 〈F 〉q−1 ∂ 〈F 〉

∂f

∂f

∂σ
⊗ a

]
= γ 〈F 〉q

[
∂a

∂σ
+
q [sign(F ) + 1]

2 〈f〉
a⊗ a

] (64)

From Eq. (61):
∂a

∂σ
=

√
3

2σ̄
M−

√
3

3σ̄
a⊗ a; M =

∂σ̃

∂σ
(65)

In 3D case, M is expressed as:

M =



2
3 −1

3 −1
3 0 0 0

−1
3

2
3 −1

3 0 0 0

−1
3 −1

3
2
3 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 0

0 0 0 0 0 2


(66)

Employing, M, C is written as:

C = γ 〈F 〉q
[√

3

2σ̄
M +

(
q [sign(F ) + 1]

2 〈f〉
−
√

3

3σ̄

)
a⊗ a

]
(67)
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Using Eq. (63):

G =
∂ε̇vp

∂εvp
=
γ q

2
〈F 〉q−1 [sign(F ) + 1]

∂F

∂εvp
⊗ a (68)

Employing chain rule, we obtain:

∂F

∂εvp
=

∂f

∂ε̄vp
∂ε̄vp

∂εvp
1

σy
− f

σy2

∂σy
∂ε̄vp

∂ε̄vp

∂εvp
= −2

3
Bn(ε̄vp)n−2

(
σy + f

σy2

)
εvp (69)

Therefore,

G = −[sign(F ) + 1]

(
γ q B n

3

)
〈F 〉q−1 (ε̄vp)n−2

(√
3σ̄

σy2

)
εvp ⊗ a (70)
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